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City Council Agenda Report

Meeting Date: January 19, 2016

TO:

City Council

FROM:

Public Work Director - Engineering, Brendan Ottoboni, 879-6901

RE.

ESPLANADE CORRIDOR SAFETY AND ACCESSABILITY STUDY UPDATE

REPORT IN BRIEF:

The City is currently engaged in a transportation safety and accessibility study of the Esplanade corridor between

Memorial Wayand 11th Avenue, including a segment of the parallel facility, Oleander Avenue. Theoverall goal of this
study is to improve the safety and accessibility of the Esplanade for all modes of transportation while maintaining the

tree-lined "Boulevard" design so iconic to Chico. Following is an update to the Council on the status of the study,
review of the results of the public outreach effort, and preview of the preferred design recommendations. The
Esplanade Corridor Study team, including Public Works staff and the City's consulting traffic engineer. Steve
Weinberger of W-Trans, continues to seek community participation in the development of the Study and, over the
course of the next month, will be finalizing the preferred design concepts developed through the analysis of corridor

operations and community input. The team will present a recommended package of improvements at the forthcoming
third and final Esplanade Corridor Improvement Study Public Workshop scheduled for March gth, 2016. Following the
workshop, W-Trans will prepare the Draft Esplanade Corridor Safety and Accessibility Study which will include traffic

data and analysis, results of the public outreach effort, and the preferred design recommendations for Council
consideration. With City Council approval, the resultant study will serve as a guiding document for future grant
applications to fund recommended improvements. Staff intends to submit applications for grant programs through
Caltrans or other funding agencies, as appropriate, when they become available (anticipated summer of 2016).
FISCAL IMPACT:

Future improvements to the Esplanade Corridor are identified in the Capital Improvement Program as Project #

50067. However, similar to other traffic studies, the cost of conducting the data collection, traffic analysis, public
outreach and ultimate preparation of the Esplanade Corridor Safety and Accessibility Study has been funded through
Capital Project account # 307-000-8801/16011-307-4110 (Traffic Safety Improvements). The total cost to complete
the Study is estimated at $143,623.00 and will establish eligibility for federal and state grant programs, such as the

Active Transportation Program (ATP), Highway Safety Improvement Program, and others. When grant dollars are
secured, they will be incorporated into Capital Project # 50067 and utilized to fund project design and construction, as
appropriate, to implement the recommendations of the Study. The intent of this corridor study is to develop a plan of

improvements that, if approved by the Council, will enable the City to compete favorably for federal and state grant
opportunities to fund the safety improvements.
BACKGROUND:

The Esplanade is a heavily travelled transportation facility providing critical access to a variety of important public,
residential, and commercial land uses, as well as linkage to downtown Chico and Chico State University. Numerous

issues along the Esplanade corridor have been discussed bythe City Council and staff intermittently over the years.
Many concerns relate to the traffic congestion and pedestrian/bicycle safety around Chico Junior and Senior High
Schools and the 1 St Avenue intersections at the Esplanade and at Oleander Avenue. Other issues that have arisen
include the City's responsibility to comply with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA), the liability associated with the

City's public infrastructure, and consistency with General Plan policies related to "complete streets" and the provision
of facilities to accommodate all modes of transportation.
In the 1990's, the City was required to adoptan ADA Transition Plan to address changing accessibilityrequirements

to accommodate disabled persons. The City developed this plan in accordance with the Federal Highway
Administration's requirements and Council appointed an ADA Transition Committee to guide implementation. In their

role of identifying needed improvements, the committee prioritized the installation of accessibility improvements along
the Esplanade corridor from the bicycle/pedestrian bridge at 11 th Avenue to downtown Chico.
Because traffic along the Esplanade between Memorial and 11 th Avenues is controlled by coordinated signal timing,

safety improvements along this corridor must be evaluated holistically as changes at any given location will have a
ripple effect throughout the system. Therefore, instead of addressing each of these concerns individually, a
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comprehensive study of the Esplanade between Memorial and 11th Avenue, along with the portion of Oleander
Avenue between Memorial and 1 St Avenue, was determined to be the most efficient and cost-effective method to

address safety concerns within this critical segment of the City's infrastructure. With the identification of the study
area, W-Trans and staffcommenced the data collection, analysis, and publicoutreach effortin Mayof 2015. Todate,
the team met with 10 stakeholders groups, administered two on-line surveys, and held two of thethree planned public
workshops to identify corridor deficiencies and develop design alternatives.
DISCUSSION:

The Esplanade is one of the most recognizable and historic roadways in the City of Chico. According to public input
received throughout the study, Chico residents value the tree lined street and synchronized signal timing that give this
roadway the classic "boulevard" appeal. However, despite the Esplanade's ambience, it is not designed to provide
adequate measures to keep all of the facility's users safe, as indicated by accident data along the corridor. Concepts
to minimize the use of the Esplanade by providing alternative facilities on paralleling roadways will not resolve all
safety concerns. Traffic counts conducted during the study indicate high bicyclist and pedestrian use of the corridor.
Further, the reasons behind the corridor's continued use are going to remain constant: access to the bike bridge at
Esplanade and 11 th Avenue, area schools, parks, businesses, residences, Enloe hospital, and access to Downtown.
Thus, the roadway must safely accommodate all modes of transportation for the long term.
As data and anecdotal accounts reveal, the need for enhanced pedestrian and bicycle safety im provements is
particularly evident during peak school and commute times when heavy congestion results in delays and conflicts
between vehicles and bicyclists and pedestrians. Students and Enloe staff are often seen running across the roadway
or stranded in the unprotected center median. The frontage road interface with the side drives/Esplanade provides
additional confusion for the travelling public within the'Keep Clear' areas and bicycle and transit movements. With the
signalized intersections only located at the odd-numbered avenues, access to or crossing the Esplanade by bicycles,
pedestrians, and vehicles can be challenging. The result is that while the timed signal system provides north and
south bound drivers a slow and steady drive down the corridor, it creates difficulty for those trying to enter from the
side drives, especially pedestrians. This data suggests that the Esplanade is not functioning in an efficient and safe
manner.

Esplanade Deficiencies

Through data collection and analysis, public input, and visual observations of the existing roadway condition, following
is a summary of the corridor deficiencies:
• High rate of pedestrian accidents, especially near the Chico High School. (Note: CUSD has an additional
seven (7) incidents since 2012 not reported to law enforcement in which pedestrians were struck by vehicles
within the area of this study.)
• Severe congestion and lack of pick-up/drop-off facilities around Chico High School.
• Poor vehicle circulation and access around Chico High School.
• High volume of Chico High School pedestrians crossing Esplanade during peak hours with insufficient time to
clear the travelway.

• Poor access to Memorial Avenue and Chico Jr. High School from southbound Esplanade.
• Congestion and restricted sight distance at Memorial Way/Oleander Avenue intersection.
• Insufficient pedestrian crossing facilities along the entire corridor.
• Lack of bicycle travel facilities on the Esplanade with a demonstrated high bicycle volume demand.

• Insufficient and unclear bicycle connection between Esplanade and the 11 th Avenue bike bridge.
• High rate of bicycle collisions on the Esplanade corridor.
• Recent bicycle fatality at Oleander Avenue/First Avenue.
• Driver confusion and conflicts at intersections with frontage roads at east-west streets.
• High demand exists along the 1 St Avenue corridor with limited and congested access.
• Low hedge landscaping restricting driver sight distance at frontage road intersections.
• Sidewalk surface inconsistencies.
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Survey Results

After the stakeholder meetings, various media interviews and reports, and Public Workshop #1, the Esplanade Study

team conducted two publicized on-line surveys designed first to gather data on how the community utilizes the
Esplanade and second to gauge interest in various types of safety improvements considered along the corridor.
Following highlights the results of the surveys:
Survey #1- over 600 responses
Survey #2- over 500 responses
Top 3 priority improvements desired by public as identified in Survey # 2:
1) Bicycle improvements to the Esplanade.
2) Chico High School access and pick up/drop off improvements.
3) Pedestrian crossing signals with revised signal timing.
.

Gauge of public (respondents) willingness to accept longer travel times during peak traffic periods in
exchange for pedestrian and bicycle facilities and safety:
- No increase in delay: 20% respondents

- Delay increase of 30 seconds or less: 19%
- Delay increase of 60 seconds or less: 12%
- Delay increase of 120 seconds or less: 7%
- Any increase in delay: 42%
Conclusion: The public survey indicated that 80% of the responders are willing to incur some level of
increased travel time in exchange for safer bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
One issue identified through the public outreach effort was the concern that changes to the Esplanade could result in
the loss of the synchronized signal timing (aka free flow 28 mph) and result in increased vehicle travel times. It is
important to note that while replacing timed signalization with an on-demand detection system designed to enhance
pedestrian safety may alter vehicle progression during peak tjmes, the corridor will experience better vehicle
operational efficiencies with traffic signals that are designed to respond to actual need.
Esplanade Safety Improvement Recommendations

Based on input from the public through the stakeholder interviews, on-line surveys and public workshops, the need to
meet traffic engineering standard practices and state guidelines, and data collection and analysis, the following are
the preliminary recommendations for transportation safety and accessibility improvements to the Esplanade corridor:

.

Minor widening on the Chico High School side of Lincoln Avenue and West Sacramento Avenue for
expansion of pick-up/drop-off frontage.
Conversion of Lincoln Avenue to two-way traffic between Esplanade and Arcadian Avenue.
Turnaround traffic circles at Lincoln Avenue/Arcadian Avenue and Sacramento Avenue/Magnolia Avenue.
New traffic signal at Esplanade/West Sacramento Avenue.

.

New northbound left-turn lane at Esplanade/Lincoln Avenue.
Esplanade signal timing plan specific for school hours to favor access to/from Chico High School.

.

New roundabout at Memorial Way/Oleander Avenue near Chico Jr. High School.
New northbound/southbound left-turn lane on Esplanade at Memorial Way traffic signal as a short term
mitigation.
New roundabout at Esplanade/Memorial Way with full four-way access as a long term mitigation.

New pedestrian crossing signals with sufficient crossing times at all signalized intersections.
Pedestrian crossing refuge islands at unsignalized intersections on Esplanade.
.

Consistently marked pedestrian crosswalks at all crossing locations.
Two-way bike trail on old rail right-of-way with appropriate safety crossing measures.

.

One-way southbound marked bike route on west frontage road.
Enhanced bicycle crossings onf all east-west cross streets.
Marked bicycle route on Oleander Avenue.
New traffic signal at Oleander Avenue/First Avenue with bike crossing.
Vehicle detection at all approaches of signalized intersections.

.

New signal timing plan to accommodate pedestrian crossings.

New signal timing plan to increase efficiency with vehicle detection.
Clear and consistent pavement markings at frontage road intersection areas.
Off-peak signal timing plan to favor through traffic flow.
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• New roundabout at Esplanade/1 St Avenue with full four-way access as a long term mitigation.
• Landscaping plan to eliminate visual obstructions and upgrade all landscaping as appropriate.
• Lighting plan to upgrade efficiency, function and aesthetics of lighting equipment.

• Sidewalk plan to provide missing sidewalks and reconstruct uneven sidewalk surfaces.
NEXT STEPS:

The next steps for the Esplanade Corridor Safety and Accessibility Study include:
1) Continue to solicit public input;

2) Present recommended improvement plan at Public Workshop # 3 scheduled at 6.30 pm on March 9, 2016 at
the Enloe Conference Center;

3) Prepare the Draft Esplanade Corridor Safety and Accessibility Study;

4) Present Draft Study, including phasing options and funding opportunities, for Council review and
consideration.
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